FIRE SIZE-UP

1. FIRE IS: [ ] RUNNING  [ ] BACKING  [ ] FLANKING
   [ ] OTHER

2. ESTIMATED SIZE: __________ ACRES

3. IN: [ ] GRASS  [ ] BRUSH  [ ] CUTOVER
   [ ] YOUNG PINE  [ ] YOUNG HARDWOOD
   [ ] MATURE PINE  [ ] MATURE HARDWOOD

4. DOWNWIND FUEL: [ ] PATCHY  [ ] CONTINUOUS
   [ ] BROKEN BY ________________________

5. STRUCTURE THREAT: [ ] IMMEDIATE  [ ] POSSIBLE
   [ ] NONE  [ ] NUMBER________

6. ACTUAL OR POTENTIAL SMOKE HAZARD: [ ] Y  [ ] N

7. ON-SCENE RESOURCES: [ ] NONE  [ ] CIVILIAN
   [ ] RFD  [ ] TRAC/PLOW
   [ ] OTHER ________________________

8. ADDITIONAL HELP NEEDED: [ ] NONE  [ ] FIRE DEPT.
   [ ] ANOTHER TRACTOR
   [ ] SUPERVISOR/LAW ENF.
   [ ] AIRCRAFT
   [ ] OTHER

9. INCIDENT COMMANDER ________________________________

10. POTENTIAL __________ ACRES

11. REMARKS ____________________________________________